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Abstract: This paper offers solutions for two problems which have attracted many topola- 
gists over the years: 
(1) It provides a natural and reasonably simple concept of “nearness” which unifies various 
concepts of “trqological structures” in the sense that the category Neq of all nearness paces 
and nearness preserving maps confains the categorios (a) of “all topohq$cat &-spaces and COP 
th:uous maps, (b) ol’ all uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps (Weil [ 344 1 Tukey [ 3331, 
(c) of all proximity spaces and &maps (EfremoviE [ 91, Smirnov [28,29 ] ), (d) of all contiguity 
spaces and contiguity maps (Ivanova and ivanov [ S 71) as ntily embedded (either bkeflective 
or b.; zorefle::tive) full (!) subcategories. 
(2) It provides a general method by means of which as many Tlextensions of a Tl-space can 
be obtained as might be reasonably expected; namely, all strict 6xtensions (in the sense of 
Banaschewski [ 3 ] ). 
0. NOI atiorn and terminology 
X is a set, P’X = 9X denotes the power set of X, 3”+‘X denotes the 
power set of YX. 
Lower case LatitiJetters x, y, z, . . . usuaE.y denote elements of X. 
Latin capitals A, B, C, . . . usually denote subsets of X. 
Script capitals ~4, 38,6, . . . usually denote subsets of 9X. 
Lower case Greek letters U, h, . . . usually denote subsets of KY 
Capital Greek letters St, A, . . . usually denote subsets of 33X. 
For any subset 4’ of 92X, the following abbreviations are often used: 
“ SQ is near” or’ g gQ for gQ f g, 
“& isfar”ofFPQOr& EF ford E(P%X--e), 
A r sQfor&{A)U ~),A~Bfor&4,B), 
cl,A for {x E XI (X)tA). 
SQ vC~C~=={AUB~AE~Q andBFB}. 
1. I. Definititin. .A pair (X, [) is called a nearness space or Wpace iff the 
following conditiofls are satisfied: 
(Nl) Iffl ;pQ = $9, then &#. 
(N2) If k ‘8 and for each A E aQ there exists BE c16 -jvith B c cl,A9 
then EJaQ . 
(N3)‘If t ,d and gq, then 5( OQ vclo ). 
(N4) If @E=, d, then En. 
A N-space is called a Nlspace iff it satisfies the follokng condition: 
(Tl) If Ix) [ {y), then x = y. 
1.2. Remark,- As the reader will have observed, the above concept is not 
of utmost generality. In fact,, one may drop the unintere.sting and un- 
important axiom. tN4). In addition, one may drop (N3) and/or replace 
cl,A in (N2) by A. What remains eems till interesting. Rut utmost 
generality is not the aim of this paper. 
1.3. ExampIes. (a’) Let (jr, cl) be a topological RO-space, #and let X be a 
subset of Y. If 
then (X, t) is a N-space. 
(b) Let (X, %! ) be a uniform space ilr the sense of [ 343 or of [ 331, 
and let & be ihe set df all d c 9X which satisfy the following equl- 
valen t conditions: 
( 1) n { UA I 414 E SQ ) f 0 for each “entourage” U, 
(2) for each “uniform cover” e of X there exists CE (e which meets 
each A E PQ , 
(33 {X - A I A E d ) is not a “uniform cover” of X. 
Then (X, & ) is a N-space. 
. Definition. If (X, t) and (Y, Q) are N-spaces, then ,f : 1(X, t) + (Y, q). 
is called a warness preserving map or N-map iff f : X + Y is a function 
and the following equivalent conditions are satisfied: 
(:%I 1) If t SQ, then q(f A), where fd = { fA I /I E d ). 
(Eu12)Ifq~,then~(f-*~),wheref-‘cie=(f-1BIB~~). 
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efinition. The (concrete) category of N-spaces and N-maps is de 
The following remarks indicate how the concept of n~3amBss is relate6 
to some other concepts of “topologictil structures”. 
emark. Sandberg [27] has characterized uniform spaces by axi- 
omatizing the concept of coZl~tions o,f sets containing arbitrary ~rncrld 
members. MordkoviE [24] has used a modified concept o investigate 
proximity spaces, and Katetov [4,18--201 has pointed out that such 
a concept might be the key concept for a systematic study of general 
continuity st.ructures. In this paEpezr nemzess ofcsllections of sets has 
been used as basic concept. As the fol4owing observations show, both 
ccncepts are essentially equivalent: For any N-space (X, 2) the collec- 
tioJi t af a!! S C 9 X which have the property that for any 36 E E there 
exist J4 E SQ and B E 9 with A n B = @ can be regarded as the collec- 
tier- of all sets containing arbitrary small members (with respect o & 
Conversely, 4is completely determined by i ; in fact, d belongs to t iff 
the set of all B C X which meet every A E SQ belongs to 4”. Consequently, 
each of the axioms (Ni) can be translated into a condition cicincerning 
t, thus providing an axiomatiza;ion of the concept of collections of sets 
containing arbitrary small members. If (X, k) and (Y, q) are IV-spac_es and 
f : X + Y is a function, then f : (X, t) + (Y, q) is a I%m,ap iff d E t im- 
plies $d E q . In fact, the correspondence (X, c) H (X, $ ) induces a fuld 
embe&ding of Near into the categoly of merotopic spaces (in the ter- 
minolsgy of Katetov [ 191). 
1.7, Remark. Among the generalizations iIf topological, proximity and 
uniform stmctures, the concept o!: a qyrtopogeneous space, created by 
C&sz;ir [ 561, seems to be the one which is most widely known and 
best investigated. The concept of nearness of collections of sets seems 
to be simpler and more natural. One reason for its greater simplicity is 
that it deals only with the symmetric case (whether a collection s”i[ is 
near does not depend on a certain order on gQ, especially A is near to B 
iff B is near to A). The category of all symmetrilc syntopogencous 
spaces and continuous maps is equivalent to a fl;lQ subcategory of 
1% -- 
In fact, if (X, $) is a symmetric syntopogeneous space and g($) i&s the 
collection of all SQ C *sP X such that for each A E PZ there exists $(A) in 
, *(Xi) and B’ < X with CI { BA 1 A e d ) = 8 and kq Citp, 1jA for each A, 
then (X, &Ci)) is a N-space. If (X, Ci) and (Y, <i) a& symmetric syntopo- 
gener)us spaces and f: X -9 Y is a function, thenf : (X, ‘<i) + (X, $) IS 
continuous ifff: (X, t(<i)) + (Y, t(<$) is a N-map. 
1.8. Remark. IIarris [ 121 has introduced the concept of structure spaces 
and s-maps to investigate topological extensions. Again, this concept is 
simultaneously more general and more colmplicated than the concept of 
nearness. The category Nex can be fully embedded into the category 
Strut of s%ructure spaces and s-maps. In fact, if (X, t) is a N-space, then 
cl, defines a topological closure operator (i.e., a topology) on X; if a(k) 
denotes the collection of all open covers SQ of X (with respect o the 
topology ~1~) such that g {X - ,4 1 A f 94 ), then (X, d,, o(t)) is a struc- 
ture space. This induces a full embedding of Near into Wuc. A structure 
space (X, cl, Q) is of the form (X, cl,, o(g)) for some Fkzpace (X, 4) iff it 
satisfies the following condition: if B is open in X and x E B, then 
{B, X- cl{x}) E 0. 
1.9. Remark. Steiner and Steiner [ 301 have introduced the concept. of 
binding spaces to unify completion and extension theory. The relations 
between this concept and the concept of nearness seem to be quite 
intriguing Near as well as the category Bind of binding spaces contain the 
category of contiguity Tr-spaces and contiguity maps as full, reflective 
subcategories (cf. Section 4). 
2. Topological spaces 
2,l. Definition. (a) A topological space (X, cl) is called an &-space iff 
x E cl { y ) implies y E cl(x) for each pair (x, y) of elements in X. 
(b) A N-space (X, k) is called topological i it satisficss the following 
colidition: 
(T) If t. {cP,A(AEA}# 0. 
(b) isomorphic to the cutegory Ro-Top of topological Ro-spaces arid 
colrttinuous maps. 
hoof. (a) If (X, t) ks a N-space and 
then (X, Et) is a topological N-space and lx : (X, &) --$ [X9 [) is the 
T-Near coreflection of (X, 5). 
(b) IfIX, e) is a topological N-space, then (X, ~1~) is a topological 
ROWspace. This induces in an obvious way an isomorphism from T-Near 
to F+Top. u 
2.3. Remar*k. (a) I%m a categorical point of view there ‘is IX:) essm tial 
difference between the categories T-Near and RO-Top. Hencle one may 
identify a topological N-space (X, E) with the corresponding RO-space 
(X, ~1~). If P is a property of topological spaces, then the topological 
N-space (X, 4) is said to have property P iff ;X, ~1~) has P. Eq)ecizlly a 
topological N-space is a N,-space iff it is a Tr -space:. 
(1;) The coreflection-functor U : Near -+ T-Near will be called “forget- 
ful” functor, and for any N-space (X9 E) rhe space (X$ r,) respectively 
(X, cl$ = (X, cl$ will be called the “underlying” space of (X, &I. Ob- 
viously (X, E) is a Ni-space irf its underlying space is a ‘T1*pace. 
(c) Since T-Near is bicdreflective in Near, colimits in T-Near (respec- 
tively RO-Top) are formed in Near. But limits in T-Near are usually d/if- 
ferent from th.e correspontling limits in Near. See the following examt 4e. . 
2.4. Example. Let (R, cl) be the Sorgenfrey lif?e, and let (R, t:) be tne 
corresponding topologicai N-space, i.e., 
Then the sets A = -x)lxeQ} atldB= { 
in the product of i) with itself taken in re near in the 
, t) with itself taken in ear. Cf. the +_,c:Jr:struction of products 
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3. Uniform spaces 
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3.1. Definition. A N-space (X, 53 is called uniform iff it satisfies the fol- 
lowing condition: 
(U) If E SQ, then there exist g E g such that for each B ~93 there 
existsAEsQ with&Z n{cez3 1BuCfX). 
3.2. Thedrem. The full subcategory U-Near of Near whobe objects are 
the uniform N-spaces is isomorphic to the category Unit qf uniform 
spaces and uniformly continuous maps. 
Proof. For any uniform space (X,W ) define ia ,ts in E .3(b) to be the 
collection of all ~4 c: 9 X for which {X - A 1 A E d } is a uniform cover 
of X. Then (X, & ) is a uniform N-space - the (:ondition (U) is nothing 
else but the translation of the fact that any unifcrm cover has a star 
refinement. If (X,V) and ( 3) are uniform syam then a map 
J': (X,cU j + (Y/V ) is uniformly continuous iff the f-preimage of each 
uniform cover of Y is a uniform cover of X, or equivalently iff 
f:(.x,E,)-GY,&) is 2: N-map. It follows easily that the correspondence 
(X/K. ) H (X, Ecu) induces an isomorphism from Unif toU=Nex 0 
3.3. Remark. (a) Again, one can identify each uniform space (X9 ) 
with the corresponding N-space (X, tctl). If P is a property cf :lniform 
spaces, then (X, & ) is said to have property P iff (X,V ) has P. Espe.:ial- 
ly a uniform N-space (X, [% ) is a N1-space iff (X, % ) is a unif(Jrm 
T l-space. 
(b) Also, any unifor;n concept can be expressed by a corresponding 
nearness cmcept. Cauchy fiiters, complete spaces, and completions will 
be discussed in Section 5. 
(c) The axiom (U) is equivalent to the following “weaker” axiom: 
(U) If id, thfen tht:rc exists c16 E g such that for each x E X there 
existsAEd w:ithA cn {BE99 Ix$kl?). 
3.3. Theorem. The category U ear Es bireflective in 
lh.wf. Let (X, t) be a &space. IQ: subsets SQ and g of 3) X, define 
iff for each B E there exists A E d with 
f?3U CPX}. If & is the set of all SQC ZW for which 
there exists a sequence (~4 n)nERI in i with ~4 o = 4 ~_.r?dll ..?qrti+l <* 
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for e \ch n E N, then (X, &) is a uniform l$=space (in fact, the colle:ction 
of all covers (X - A I A E Se ) for .s# E tv obviously satisf!es the zoirdi- 
tions by means of which Tukey defines a uniform structure). The map 
1 y a : (X, k) + (X, tU) is the U-Near reflection of (X, k). D 
. Proposition For QI topologkol N-space (X, k), the following hc~Yd: 
( I) (X, %) is a Llniform N-space iff (A:, 4) id fully notmal. 
(2) (X, k) is u uniforrd Nz’-space iff (X, [) is paracompact. 
Proof. For a topological N-space (X. t), the condition (V) is equivalent 
to the condition that any open cover has an open star refinement. a
4. Proximity spaices and contiguity spaces 
Definition. A N-space (X, e) is called configual iff it satisfies the 
wing condirtion: 
(C) If i H, then there exists a finite subset % of 04 with $$B. 
4.2. Theorem. The full subcategory C-Near of NeaT whose objects are 
the contigual N-spaces is: 
(a) bireflective in Near; 
(b) isomorphic to the category Cont ojcontiguity spaces and CWI- 
tiguPy maps. 
Proof. (a) If (X, 5) is an N-space and & is the set of all subsets. d of 9X 
which contain a finite subset 98 with t 99, (hen (X, $+) is a contigual 
N-space and 1, : (X, 5) + (X kc) is the C-Near reflection of (X, 5). 
(b) If (X, [) is a contigual’N-space and cyx is the set of all finite sub- 
sets of 9X, then (X, [ G ax) is essentially acontiguity space in the 
se of [ 171. If contiguity maps are defined in the obvious way, this 
induces an isomorphism from C-Near to Cont. 0 
3. Remark, For any infinite cardinal number k an N-space (X, [) m&;t 
be called k-contigual iff it satisfies the fsllowing conditi.on: 
(CA) If EPQ, then there exists a subseSIt c76 of 94 with Card93 < k and 
E’le 
The full subcategories C&-Near of Near whose objects are the k-ccl 
N-spaces form a chain of bireflec:tive subcategories of Near. Their union 
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4.4, Definition. A N-space (X* t) is called totally bounded iff it satisfies 
the following equivalent coir ditions: 
(B1) If g& then there e: ists a finite subset 36 of PQ with n 30 = 8. 
(I&) If 9 is a filter on X? then $j % 
4.5. Prolxx&%n. (1) Every contig~al N-dpace is totally bounded. 
(2) Fr fr a f-Gpological N-space (X, [) the following conditions are 
cquivaZe;i t: 
(a) (X, 2) is con tigual; 
(b) (X, 4) is totall;v bounded; 
(c) [X, t) is comprzct. 
(3) For a uniform N-&space (X, e), the following zonditicsns are equi- 
v&n t : 
(a) (X, f]i is contiguul; 
(b) (X, %> is totally bounded; 
(c) (X, e:l cs precompact (= totally bounded). 
(4) Equivalent are: 
(a) (X, 4:) is a topological, uniform, con tigual N1+pcce; 
(b) (X, El is u compact Hausdorff space. Cl 
4.6. DeG&ion~. A N-space is called: 
(1) compact! iff it is topolo’&al and contigual; 
(2) proximal iff it is uniform and contigual. 
4.7. Example: (I) Let X be an infinite set and let t be the set of all 
d c 9X with n {A E gQ 1A finite} # $3; then (X, t) is a. compact 
N,-space which is not uniform. 
(2) Let ([0, !. 1, cl) be the closed unit interval with its usual topology, 
and let F ibe thle set of those d c 9 [O,l] such that n{clA 114e 94}# Q1 
or all members of OQ are infinite. Then (CO, 11, @ is a conxpact T*-space, 
but [[G, I 1, li ) is not topological. . 
4.8. Theorem. The full subcategory P-Near of Near whose objects are 
the proximal l?kpaces is: 
(a) bireflec,tive in Neal ; 
(b) isomorphic to the eLitegory ox of pnDximity space,; and &maps. 
iear reflection of (X, [), and 
ction of (X, &$, then 
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Ix : (X, .;‘) + (SC, && is the F+Jear reflecti:)n of (X, t). 
. e 
(b) It follow s f rorn 3.21 p.nd 4.5(3) that 1:’ ear is isomqy& to the 
category of precompact uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps. 
This category ts known to be isomorphic to Prox. (cf. [ 28, IO, 11). c3 
5. Complete spaces and completions 
5.1. Definition. Let (X, t11 be a N-space. The maximal edemellts of the . 
set 5 - ( 0) , ordered by inclusion, are called ~=-cZus~~;rs. A @::uster aQ is 
&led a poW~&luster iff there exists x E X with (x) E SB .
5.Z. Proposition. If (X, t) iis a N-space and if .c E X, then 
e<x) = {A c XI x E c$A) irr a point~&cluster. Conversely, wzy point% 
duster is of this form. 0 
5.3. DefIiition. A Ntspace (X, g) is called conqd’ete iff evlexy &luster is 
a point-&luster. 
5.4. Propositiolm. (1) Every topological N-space is CO,VI~ let;?. 
(2) A unUbrm N-space is complete iffit is complete US Ed’ unlform 
space. 
(3) A contigual N-space is complete iff it is compact’. 
(4) A ;‘roximul N1-space i,t complete iff it is compact hhsdorff 0 
5.5, Example. I’m complete, totally bounded N.-space need neither be 
topological nor contigual. If 3c is the uniformity on R induced by the 
usual metric, (BR, cl) is the Tech-Stone compactification of R, and k 
is the set of all SQ C 3’ (IsR) which satisfy f’l {cl A 1 A E d ) :+ 8 or 
E, {A fl R I A t d ), then (PR, 5) is a complete, totally bounded Nqace 
which is neithar topological nor contigual: 
5.6. Remark. There is i simple relation between clusters and ce:rtain 
fdters. Let (X, k) be: a N-space. F’or each S$ c 9X let ~8’ denote,: the set 
of all B C X which meet every A E d. Call the elements of $ (see 1.6) 
Catc!c!zy s stems, and call a filter a Cauchy fi,lter iff it is a Caucby system. 
If the minimal elements of the set of all Cauchy filters, ordered by in- 
clusion, are called minimal C’audty filters, then tlhe following hold: 
(1) If .G4 is a &cluster, then s? is a minimal Catuchy filter and 
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(2) For nice N-spa.ces, the correspondence SQ * &? induces a bijee- 
tion between the set of all &clusters and the set of all mkimal Cauchy 
filters. In fact, if (X, e) is topological or uniform or regular (see 8.3), 
then g is a minimal Cauchy filter iff there exists a E-cluster 9& with 
(cy3 =A& Moreover, SQ = 4 = {A C X I A ij c16 } is the unique &luster 
containing 93 . In general, the correspondence SQ + d induces a bijec- 
tion between the set of all &clusters and the set of al1 round Cauchy 
filters in the sense of [ 123. 
5‘7. Theorem. Let (X, [) be a N-space, let X* be the set og’all t-clusters, 
kt f* be the set of all 52~ 3X" with $( U{ nw I UE CA}), and let 
f: Y-+ X* be the function which maps each x EX to the pint-&luster 
C? (x). Then the following hold: 
(1) (X*, k*) is a complete N1qace. 
cof: w9 8 + WF t?) is a N-mzp. Moreover, the foZ/oM ing hold? 
(a) t ol: e E*(f.&; 
(b) clJf”X) = X* l 
(3) f is injwtive lff (X, E) is a NI-space. 
(4) f is 3ut:‘ective iff (X, t) is co,mplete. 
The following lemma will simplify the proof of 5.7 and will be use- 
ful for later reference as well: 
5.8. Lemma. If the conditions of 5.7 hold, A a@d B denote subset; of X, 
ti denotes an element of X* , and c3 and h dem tt! subsets of X*, then 
the fokwing hold: 
fA * A c cl@‘. 
(2)A E n&J e UC cl,fA. 
(3) ~E+fA*AE&. 
(4) sQEu* rluc SQ. 
(5) 9u+*w* m&KJC 
(6) hc Cl@ * 
(7) (no) v (flh 
Theorem 5.7. Let s2 and .A denote subset; of 9 X*. 
(1-I) (X*, g*) satisfies (Nl). If SQ E a, then SQ c,: o for each c3 E St. 
o c SQ for each E Q. Thererore 
gQ . Consequently t SQ implies [*St. 
( 1.2) {X*, g*) satisf’ies (N2). Suppiose &at for e:ach ~3 F ,a1 there exists 
MA with XC cl+. TJhen 5.8 (6) implies 
W)WCfs2}C XI he.A}. 
Consequen ‘I, ‘h implies g*S2. 
( 1.3) (X*. ‘i ) satisfies (N3). c *a and g*A im 
Hence, by 5.8 (7) 
Consequently, i *(s2 v A). 
(1.4) (X*, g*) satisfies (NJ&). If 0~9, then 0 e U (h! w I c3 EC a} by the 
convention Q) e n 6. Consequently, g*S2. 
(1.5) (X*,[*) satisfies(T1). If (&]k*(9), thent(dUg). Since 
&lusters are maximal elements of % -- { 9>, this implies $l = (:X3 . 
(1.6) (X*, g* j is complete. Let $2 ‘be a ~‘kluster. To show that 
d = U ( nw 1 WE c} is a &cluster, let A be a subset of X with A E gQ. 
Then 5.8 (1) implies &S U iQfA), i.e., k*(a r3 {f/l}) Since S2 is a 
t*-cluster, this implies fA E S2. Hence nfA C& . Corxsequently, A E d . 
which implies that St4 is a &cluster. n( SQ ) = Se innplies &A (3 rl ( SQ );, 
i.e., E*(a L’ {{ SQ )}). Since s2 is a 6”.cluster, this implies *[& ) E Sk 
(2.1) .Qg= any e C =BX &? implies [*(ft_” j because of 5.8 (1). 
(2.2)Since e C U{flfAlAE e),~*(fe)implies&. 
(2.3) cl,, fX = X*. If SQ E%*, then 5.8 (1) implies !7f.X~ ,sQ'. Hence 
M1 r'fx- 
Wf~=fviffIx>tt31a 
(4) Every #-cluster is a point-~-cluster iff (X, 4’) is complete. In 
ark. The above constructed completion 4’: (X,, e) + CX”‘, t*) 
will be called the conzpktion of (X, t), Qlne can also simtk ,e the con- 
struction of completions or” uniform spaces by means of rnrnimal 
Cauchy filters (see 5.6). The results are the same for aniy regx/.lar N-space 
(see 8.3). Especially, for uniform N-spaces the above uom&1:ion is _ 
equivalent to the unifora,j completion of the corresponding uniform 
spaces. 
5.11. Prapositiom. For a~zy lW,vace (X, E), the following are squiwaient : 
( 1) (X, E) is my2 tigud 
(2) (X*, [*) is cuntigtfal. 
(3) (X”, t*) is compact. a 
5.12. Proposition. (1) N-space (X, t) is proximal iff (X*, E*) is proxi- 
mal. 
(2) A &-space (X, &I) is proximal ;iff (X,*, [*) is a compact Hatisdorff w 
space. c3 
6. Extensions and compactifications 
6.1. Defiaition. A N-map f : (X, [) -+ (Y, q) is called: 
(I) an N-embedding iff f: X + Y is injective and t OQ * q(fd), 
(2) dense iff cl&x) = Y; 
(3) a topological extension iff it is a dense embedding2 and (X, k) and 
(Y$ Q) are topological; 
(4) a T1-extensioP;i @Y it is a topological extension snd (X, [) and 
bYr FcJ) are T1ispaces; 
(5) a strict extenswn iff it is a T1-extension and {cl, fA I A C X} is a 
base for the closed sets in (Y, 17); 
(61 a compactifieation iff it is a T1-f:E;tension a d (Y, q) is compact; 
(7) a Ilausdorff compactification iff it is a compactification and (Y, ?a) 
is ? Hausdorff space. 
6.2. Remark. (a) The completion f: (X, [) + (X*, t*) of a N1-space (X, it) 
is a dense N-embedding. 
(b) Zvery regular T1-space is a strict extension of each of its dense 
wlbspaces. 
6.3. Theorem. Iff: (X, e) -4 (X*, t*) is the compleetion of a &-space 
(X. k), then f: (XI &) + (X*, (E*$) is a strict extension. Conversely, any 
strict extension can be obtained in this way (up to equivalence). 
r The word “embedding” (without he N-) always means “‘topological embedding” . 
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tad (et) Obviously f : (X, &) + (X*, (t*)& is a T1-extension. ‘To she w 
strictness, let d be an element ofX*, and let ~13 be a subset of lY*, Be- 
cause of :).8 (!5), the statement 
Because Df 5.8(2) and 5.8(3), the statement (p) is equivalent to the state- 
ment 
(y) if u C c$JA 9 then ~4 E cl&54. 
The equivalence of (a) and (7) proves that the extension is strict. 
Conversely, let g : (X, t) 3 (2’, q) be a strict extension. If J’ is the 
all SQ C SBX with f’I (chgA 1 A E d > + Q), then (X, f) is a &-space 
and ft = %. Let f: (X, r) i (X*, f*) be the c:*Jmpletion of (X, g), and let 
,,f: (X, ft) 3 (X*, (r*)& be the corresponding extension. For each y E Y 
define 
The strictness of g implies (y) := fI (cl,,gA i A E h(y)]. Consequently 
k(y) is a c-ckster, and h : Y + X* is a function which is obviously bi- 
jective and such that f = hog. To show that rtt : (Y, a?) -j (X*, (f*>,> is a 
komeomorphisrn, let A be a subset of X and let ~t%e an element of Y. 
The statement 
(4 YE c&d 
is equivalent to 
(P) A E W). 
By 5.8 (3), the statement (/3) is equivalent to 
(7) W)E cl**fA. 
Since g : (X, i) + (Y, Q) and f : (k:, r) + (X*, @*)&I are strict extensions, 
the equivalence of (ac) and (7) plroves that h : (Y, I?) -+ (X*, ($‘*)& is a 
homeomorphism. fJ 
6.4. Corollary. If f : (X, t) + (X”‘, I,*) is tke compktim uf a ccmtigival 
l$-space (X, t), then f : (X, tt) -+ (XT I*) as a strict compiactif~~chm, 
any strict OXP2p4ZCtijfk4ZtiOP2 can be obtdiwd in this way 
sof. The fkst part follows immediately from 6.3 and 5.11. The seam 
,.art follows from the fact that the N-space (X, 5) constructed in the 
ljroof of 6.3 is contigual, provided that (YP q) is compact. LI 
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6.5* @cmIlary* . “.f: (X3 6) + (X*, E*) is the completion of a proximal 
N1-space M, k), khen f : (X, &) + (A?, f*) is a Xausdur~f compactification. . 
t22mwsti~l’~, any Hkasdorff compacti$kation can be obtained iur. this way 
‘up ts equivalence). 
&oof. The first part follows from 5.12. The second part follows from 
the facts that any IIausdorff compactification isstrict and tlhat he 
N-space c,X, 0 constructed in the proof of 6.3 is proximal,, provided that 
(Y, Q) is a compact Hausdorff space. is1 
ti& raark. (a) ;if f: (X, 2) + (X*, t* ) is the completion of al &-space, 
and. if f’: (X, ct) + (.K*, (t*&) is the corresponding extension of (X, &), 
then for any ti E X* the trace filter of 44 in (X, fr) is precisely the 
minimal Cauchy filter s? = {B c XI B meets every A E & } (see 5.6). In 
filet, if -8 c X and d E X”, then B E SE? iff SB E cl,, f (X- I?). 
(b) Theorem 6.3 corresponds to results of Riesz [ 261, Lodato [ 2 1,221 
and Ivanov [ 161 concerning relations between extensions of topological 
spaces on one hand and generalized proximities respectively generalized 
uniformities on the other hand, Corollary 6.4 .is equivalent to results of 
Ivanova and Ivanov [ 171 and ‘I’erwilliger [32] stating that all strict com- 
pactifications can be obtained essentially as completions of contiguity 
spaces. Corollay)l 6.5 is equivalent to the theorem of Smirnov [281 
vhich relates Hausdorff compactifications and completions of ‘I+proxi- 
mity spaces to each other. 
etitdkm. If 3Q and g are subsets of Sp X, then sr[ 4 36 iff the 
following eq uivalent conditions are satisfied: 
(!)foranyBEV thereexistsAE& withACB; 
(‘,3)(X--E’)BEg) refi;nes{X-AIAEsQ). 
7.2. Lkmana. If e = (& 1 i Ei I ) is a non-emp t}’ $kniIy oj” N-strut tures on 
a set X, and if k = ‘6, thelrz (X, #) satisfies (Nl), (N2) and (N4). 0 
7, eorem. If X is a set, then the FE t IZ ofall -stmctures on X, or- 
d -zr& hy ivrclusim, is a corvtple te Zab &e. Esc; 
(1) The discrete I?+strmture Ed = {sl c ) is the sma&les.t 
element 0f Z. 
(2) The indiscrete N-structzve pi = ( gQ C 9 X 1 $!I $i Se } is the lar~ji?st 
elemznt ef C. 
(31) If 6’ is a mm-empty subset of C; 7 = 8, and jj is tke col!ectk3jv of 
all 3Q c 3 X such there exist PQ 1, 9Q,, . . . . gQn in l;r with 
SJ+?+z .sq y I”Qz v... v PQn then t in the meet ~f8. 
(4) If 8 is a mn-empty subset of C, clA denotes for each A c X Ok 
frr tersection of all B C X with A C B and ~$3 = B for eac,&t f E 8, and I;: is 
the set ofall SQ c 9X for which there exists a CE 8 wit,+ [{CM 4 A E YI ), 
then e is the @in of 8, 
Proof. (1) and (2) are obviouts. 
(3) follows from the obsersations 
(3a)WIJ;IAiM IWI,&I ~1.. v{WIJn), 
which implies 
(3b) Cl,(UyAi) C UT CbAi; 
(3c)ifag~~v...v~,andnsQi=Q)fori~1,...,n,thenn~1=0; . 
(3d) if JtQ 4 S$ v . . . v &, then 
(3e) if OQ 4 J$ v . . . vdn and 9GWjlv... v’;Om, then 
(4; follows from the observations 
(4k) (X, cl) is a topological space; in fact, cl is the intersection of ahe, 
topologies induced by all { E 8; 
(4b) cl,A = clA for any A C AT. Cl 
7.4. Proposition. If f q) is a N-spaL,e a2d if j’ : X + Y is a, function, then 
f--IT= [d c 9X 1 q(fd j) is the largest N-structure [ on Xsuch tlmt 
f: (X, t) + (Y, q) is a N-map. (3 
7.5, meorem. I$ X is a set, (Xfi t)iE I a family of N-spaIces (indexed by 
an arbitrary class I, especially 1 may be proper, I may be empty), 
(fi : X + Xi)iEl is a family of furtctions, and t is the meet of the sel 
(j>-l& 1 ICE I) in the lattice of all N-structures on X, t&o the fQllOMng 
h&p : 
If (Y, q) is la ?+kpace, and g : Y + X is a furzctiorz, then g : (Y, q; -+ ( 
is .a N-map lff f;:g : \Y, 1;)) --$ (Xi, iii) is a N-??Zap for each i E I. tL1 
7.6. Remark. From the last theorem, which guarantees the existence of 
“initial” structures, one can deduce by purely categorical arguments, 
-&at Near is complete and cocomplete, that the obvious forgetful 
functor U : Near -3 Set has a left-adjoint (the “discrete” fun&or) and a 
ti&.t-adjoint (the “indiscrete” functor), thdt the limits in Near are 
formed by supplying the underlying Emits in Set with the initial struc- 
lture (dlescribed in 7.3), and that cohmits can be formed by supplying 
the underlying colimits in Set with the “final” (‘“coi,Gtial”) structure 
(described in 7.3). Moreover, since the categories U-Year, C-Near and 
P-Near are full, reflective in Near, limits in these cakgories are con- 
structead as in Near, and since ear is a full, cor&h:ctive subcategory 
of Near, colimits in T-Near are constructetd asin Near, and limits in 
T-New are obtained as underlying spaces (2.3) of thl: limits in Near. 
8. The completion as reflection. Normal and regular spaces 
8.1. Definition. A $ B iff A t (X--B). 
. _ 
$2. Pmposition. Let (X, 4) be a N-space; thelvr each of the conditions 
below implies al2 the f&lowing ones: 
(I) (X, t) is uniform. 
(2) !f[ PQ, then for each A E SQ there exists ~3~ c X such that 
~‘(~A~,4E~)and(X-~{~~1AE~‘,~~‘fc~~a~y~”c~. 
(3) If i d, then for each A. E .H there exists BA C .Y such that .4 Cr BA 
artd&‘BAIAE-QQ}. 
(4)[fE&, theng{BcXIthereexistsAE& GithA$B}. 
(5) If E ~4 and eg, then themexist A E OQ and BGl3 with A EB. 
(6)lf [ d, then (~{Bc XlBtd}. 
(7) I,fpQ E ,t n f, then (B c X 16 r d } is the unique &luster contain- 
ing&. Cl 
8.3. Definition. A N-space is calleif : 
(a) N-normal iff it satisfies condition (2: of’ 8.2; 
is satisfies conclition (4j r-f 8.2. 
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8. m. Is every N-normal N-Space (or at least every N~normal 
N, -mace) already uniform? 
_ (1) If (X, t) is regular, then (X’“, ii*) is regdar. 
(2) Jf (X, [) is PJ-normal, then (A?, E*) is N-normal. 
f. (1) Let Le2 be a subset of 3’ X* with f*Q, and let A be the set of 
all X g: X* fur which there exisk ~1) E s1 with u <r sa, X, Hf 
. 
then~sQ;lndICIB.ISAEnc~,A<~B,andX=X*-cl,,f(X-la),then 
a simple computation -yields BE  nh and w KgSfi X. ConsequenthI{ 
C16CU{W!I?EA} , aTNd &?I implies F* A. 
(2) Let Q be a subset of 9X* with g”S2. If’& = U(lliw 1 WE d&j, 
then for erch A E SQ there exists BA c X such that g(BA } A E SQ’ ) and 
(X-n{~~1AE~‘})~~‘foreach~~‘csQ,For.~anyo~x’2,lt:tX, be 
the set of all e E X* with {BJ4 1 A k fl a) c (3 . Then {Bl f A E $2 O)C fl h, 
for each GJE S2. Consequent&, . 
If A == {X, I m f s2}, then 5: 9 implies t*h. If $2’ i:; a subset of St, then 
d ’ = U C Ro I w E sl’ ) is a subset of SQ , and a s:im~~k compu :at &ion showy 
that A 
8.6. Proposition. A topoZogicaZ N1-space is: 
( P) regular iff it is a regular topological space; 
(2) N-normal if! it is a paracompact topologicat space. 
Proof. ( 1) is obvious, (2) is an immediate consequence= of al theorem of 
Michael [23] stating that a T1-space is ~paracompact iff every open cover 
has a cushioned refinement. 
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#ion, lf(X, () is a lcontigual Nl-space, then the following 
are eqz4ivalent: 
(I) (X, 6) is uniform. 
(2) (X, t) is N-normal. 
(3) (X9 k) ls regular. 
(4) (X”, t*) is a compuct Hausdorffspace. 
(5) (X# t) can be N-embedded in a compact hrausdorff space. 0 
ropusition. (1) If (X, E) is a N-nsrmaE N1-s,xzce, then its underlying 
topological space (X, &j is completely regular. Cbnversely, for any com- 
pletely regular topological space (X, f) there exists a N-normat N1-space 
(X, #) with 5;* = s‘. 
(2) If (X9 0 is a regular NI-space, then its underlying topological space 
(X, &) is regular. 
Proof. (1 j if (X, t> is a N-normal Qspace, then its co: ltigual reflection 
(X, tC) is a N-normal N1-space with & = ([Jt. ‘lfherefo.:e, by 8.7, there 
exists a N-embedding f : (X, &> -j (Y, q) of (X 6,:) into a compact Haus- 
dorff space (Y D Q). Consequently j’: (X, &) + (Y, q) is a Hausdorff com- 
pactification of (X, Et). 
Conversely, if f: (X, 5) + (Y, ~11 is a HausdoTff compactification of 
(X, f), and !j is the set of all SQ c .9X with v( fd), then (X, k) is a 
N-normal Nispace with tt = f. 
(2) is obvious. 0 
emma. If g : (X, t) + (Y, Q) is a N-map, SQ E X*, w c X*, A c Y 
and B c Y, then the following hold: 
(l)[fAqg94 andA<,& theng-Q?EsQ. 
(2) I.f A qgC? for each E! E G), and if A Cs B, then g-U% nwl. 0 
8.10. eorem. If g : (AT, k) + (Y, q) is a N-map, if fx : (X, t) -+ (X*, [*) 
respectively fv : (Y, q) + (Y*, q*) denote the cV?mple’tions of (X, E) 
respectively (Y, q), and if (Y, q), &regular, then there exists a unique 
N-map g* : (X*, t*) + (Y*, q*) such that the fMowin,g diagram commutes: 
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Irooff. (a.) For each d E X*, the set gd = {gA 1 A E 04 ] belongs to 
7117 5.Hence, by 8.2, 
g*9t=(Bc YIBrjgd)EY". 
Denote the function which maps SQ in g*d by g* : X* -+ Y*,, 
(b) To show that the function g* makes the above diagram commute, 
let x be an element of X. A simple comlputation shows that 
Since g*f”(x) is &e unique element of If* which contalins 
!gA I A E fx(x)} , .it follows that g*fx g(J:) =: fyg(J:). 
(c) To show that g* : (X*, t*) + (Y*, 77.‘) is a N-map, let $2 be a subset 
of X* with $g* a. If . 
c16 =(B c X 1 there exists A E PQ with ~41$ r3) 1 
then t SQ and @B. If A E Cl g*w, then 14 rl ge for each C! E IU. Csnse- 
quently, by 8.9 (2), 
en62 g 30 implies g*st. 
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(d) To show erniqueness, let g : (X*, &*) + (Y*,, q*) be an N-inap with 
gfx = fjrg. For eack. srd E X* and each A E ~8, f&4 [T*{ Oe) implies 
gfx A q* @A), hence s’y gA gl{g 51Q), hence q( tflf f*gA) u id). Since 
g 4Q is an q-cluster, this implies f’l (& gA) c &f, e,;pecially gA E g SQ f’or 
each A E SQ. Since g*s4 is the unique q-cluster containing (gA 1 A E d ) , 
this implies 3 SQ = g*sQ . Cl 
8.11. Proposition. The full subcutegory R-Near of Near whose objects 
are the regular N-spaces is bireflective in Near. 
Proof. Because of the nice properties of Near (see 7.6) and the fact that 
the inverse image f-‘(qj of a regular N-structure q is again regular, it 
suffices to show that for any set X and any set (3 of regular N-structures 
on X the meet k of 0 in the ordered set of all N-structures on X (see 7.3) 
is again regular. In case 6 = Q$ t is the indiscrete N-structure on X which 
is obviously regular. Suppose 8 + 0, let SQ be a subset of 9 X with t ti, 
and let cx9 be the set of all R c X such that there exists A ~sd with 
A CE B. Then there exist subsets gQ,, . . . . OQ, of 5pX and El,. . . . & such 
that ~4 4 LpQl v .+.. v 94, a.qd &s4, for i= 1, . . . . n. For each i= 1, . . ..‘n. let Cloi 
be the set of all B C X such that there exists A E SQi with A <@. Then 
ti9i for i = 1, . . . . yt. 
It remains t0 ShOW th;d 93 4 93, v . . . v gn. If B, E cxsi for i = 1, . . . . n, 
thenthereexistAiEsQif:ori= l,-,n.and/&sQ wit’hAcA,u . ..uA. 
anI3 A, <t,Bi for i = 1, . ..$ PI. Therefore 
{A, X- Ib(Bil i = 1, _..? /I}} 4 {A,, X.-- B1) v... v (A,, X- B,: 
and 
i,{Ai,X-Bi), i= 1, . . . . n, 
implies 
Hence U ‘:Bi 1 i = 1, l ... r;:}GB . This impliesCrS 4 cl01 v-v QI,. Cl 
8.Q Tht,orem. The category of complete, regular N1-spac~s and N-maps 
is ref’lective (respectively epirq?lective) in the category Near (respectively 
i-Near). The reflection of (X, [) is the comple/ion (X*, (&.)*) of the re- 
gular refllxtion (X, &) of I(X, k). 
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8.13. Ckwollary. (1) (Wed [ 341) The category of complehe wziform 
Nl==qxwes and N-maps is reflective (respec! ively epireflGectivel in the category 
of a!/ un[form N-spaces (respectively N1-spaces) and N-maps. The re- 
reflrc tion is the completion. 
(2) (Srrktw [ 29]) The category of compact Huusdicw,QQpaces and 
con&7uous maps dTs an epireflective full ~wbcutegory of the categwy of 
proxfmak N+paces and N-maps. The reflection is the completion. 
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